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Question 1
Question Type: DragDrop

Drag and drop the code from the bottom onto the box where the code is missing to construct a UCS XML API request to generate two

service profiles from the template org-root/is-service-template. Not at options are used

Answer: 

Question 2
Question Type: DragDrop

A developer is creating a Python function that adds network engineers to a Webex room to troubleshoot after a monitoring alert Drag

and drop the code from the bottom onto the box where the code is missing in the Python function to add the engineers to the room. Not

all options are used.



Answer: 

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Refer to the exhibit.



Refer to the exhibit. Which URI string retrieves configured static routes in a VRF named CUSTOMER from a RESTCONF-enabled

device?



A)

B)

C)

D)



Options: 
A- Option A

B- Option B

C- Option C

D- Option D

Answer: 
D

Question 4
Question Type: DragDrop

Refer to the exhibit.



Drag and drop the code from the bottom onto the box where the code is missing to complete the API request. An engineer is using this

API request to implement Chat-Ops to generate notifications m a Webex space by using webhooks. Not all options are used.

Answer: 

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Two Elasticsearch database servers use bidirectional asynchronous data replication Both servers accept writes from clients The design

must meet these requirements:

* The cluster must survive if a fault occurs that causes the network connection to go down between nodes

* The data must remain consistent if communication between nodes fails.

* The data must be spread evenly across all nodes in the cluster.

Which design approach must be used to meet the requirements?

Options: 



A- Set the initial voting configuration to force a specific node as the master.

B- Scale the master nodes down to a single node.

C- Set the minimum_master_nodes to 2 in the configuration.

D- Add a third cluster node to provide majority votes.

Answer: 
C

Question 6
Question Type: DragDrop

Drag and drop the code from the bottom onto the box where the code is missing to retrieve a summary of physical compute resources.

The collected information about the compute resources will be presented in a dashboard to be developed for device monitoring

purposes. Not all snippets are used.



Answer: 

Question 7
Question Type: DragDrop

Drag and drop the steps from the left into the order on the right to ensure that an application requiring communication to the external

network is hosted on a Cisco Catalyst 9000 switch.

Answer: 

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Refer to the exhibit.



A network engineer must integrate error handling tor time-outs on network devices using the REST interface. Which line of code needs

to be placed on the snippet where the code is missing to accomplish this task?

Options: 



A- elif resp.status_code == 429 or serf._retries < selff._MAX_RETRIES:

B- elif resp.status_code == 404 or self, retries < self._MAX_RETRIES:

C- elif resp.status_code == 429 and self .retries < self._MAX_RETRIES:

D- elif resp.status_code == 404 and self._relries < self._MAX_RETRIES:

Answer: 
C

Question 9
Question Type: DragDrop

Drag and drop the code from the bottom onto the box where the code is missing to permit network traffic between 10.0.0.0/8 and all

other networks on port 80 for a Cisco Nexus 9000 switch by using the Puppet module. Not all options are used.



Answer: 
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